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Modern Methodological Approaches to Teacher Education Research .................................................. 4

The article shows that understanding the specifics of the pedagogical knowledge is the methodological basis of interdisciplinary pedagogical research, in investigating which the individual’s activity appears in interpretation of the knowledge about the object.
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Postgraduate Teacher's Education: Anthropological Projection .......................................................... 13

The article is devoted to the problem of modern postgraduate teachers education anthropologization. The study is carried out in line with developments of humanitarian anthropopractices aimed at the identification and realization of human potential. ‘Project-network Institute of innovative education’ (a pedagogical project), which have received the status of Federal innovation platform by the Ministry of Education and Science of the Russian Federation, is proposed as a general method of humanitarian anthropopractice construction in conditions of teachers postgraduate education and working out new norms of innovative development of educational organizations. Methodological basis of project-network model for teachers postgraduate education presented in the paper includes the ideas of the humanitarian and anthropological practice of V.I. Slobodchikov's school, the theory of integrational periodization of the development of subject reality, and new views on the activity as the anthropological category.

Technology of design and description of this model is disclosed in four ‘zones’ of open interaction of postgraduate education: problematic (information-analytical) area, the conceptual area in which goals are set, area of goals implementation (i.e. content-technological area), and the resulting area. The article also presents technology of implementation of project-network model for teachers postgraduate education based on the strategic principles of project activity cooperation, creation of special network structures - project-network nodes, which unite together educational organizations on the basis of horizontal relations for the effective transfer and acquirement of network educational knowledge and mechanism of project-network management. Conceptual ideas of postgraduate teachers education anthropologization, disclosed in the article, are the basis for the open and constructive dialogue building, where the unique network potential of innovative activity and innovative postgraduate teachers education as the set of educational anthropopractices of ‘growing human in man’ are born and developed.
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Development of professional-and-pedagogical quality of the teacher as the subject of innovative activity: the moral-and-value aspect

The problem of moral-and-value bases of development of professional-and-pedagogical quality of the teacher as the subject of innovative activity is raised, issues of the role of additional professional education in the development of teachers' professional-and-pedagogical quality are highlighted
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Teachers’ attitude to the problem of implementation of innovations into educational practice

The article is based on the data from the sociological survey of teachers, which was conducted by the Institute for Sociology of Education of Russian Academy of Education in spring 2014. The study surveyed 3515 teachers from different regions of the Russian Federation: Moscow City and Moscow region, St. Petersburg, Belgorod region, Republic of Karelia, Krasnoyarsk region, Novosibirsk region, Yaroslavl region, and others.
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Antinomian principle of personified organization of teachers in-service training

This article discusses the methodological and practical aspects of the personified organization of teachers in-service training
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Bologna system of higher education, the introduction of which in Russia was accompanied by intense debates, is now fully fixed by the Law on Education in the Russian Federation. One of the most radical statements of this Law is transferring postgraduate studies from the area of postgraduate education into the third level of higher education, which now looks like 'bacalaureate - magistracy - postgraduate studies'. Such structure is entirely consistent with the one adopted by the US and the EU, where the third stage is completed by awarding the degree of Doctor of Philosophy (PhD). It is easy to see that existing in Russia academic degree 'Candidate of Science' does not fit this model, if only because after defending the doctoral dissertation the diploma of the Higher Attestation Commission and not of a university is given, as it is done in the US and Europe
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The paper shows that personality’s professional self-identity is a long process of reconciling personal needs and social and professional requirements. The resource support system of this process is disclosed
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The distinctive peculiarity of the given article is the integration of psychological and pedagogical approaches to analyzing civic consciousness and patriotism as the basic principles of the personality innovation development in cross-cultural environment. The authors thoroughly describe the evolution of the terms 'patriotism', 'social and civic identity' in the context of pedagogical and psychological definitions. They also examine the connection between innovation activity and personal activity. The article provides an analysis of activity phenomenon in differential psychology, on the ground of which the suggestion is made that innovation potential of a personality is determined by the activity based on the manifestations of civic consciousness and patriotism. The authors of the article prove that personality innovation potential development is impossible without such social-and-psychological principles as civic and professional identity. This article provides the theoretical analysis and substantiation of the social and psychological role of civic patriotism for the development of axiological and motivational activity of a personality. It also defines the basic ways of the development of civic patriotism in contemporary higher education
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The article analyzes the conditions of development of social interest in the training of psychologists. The author identifies and describes psychological components of social interest: cognitive, emotional, regulatory, communicative-behavioral and motivational-value
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The reading culture problem in information society is examined in the article. The main stages of reading culture development in the history of Russia are presented. The emphasis is placed on development of culture of reading of an art text, as the important condition in achieving the person’s self-development and universal and national values development.
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The main feature of the work is a study of an emotional feelings of a child through ethnic traditions, allowing to realize the unity with nature, forming a nature-oriented picture of its small homeland and of the world as a whole and representing a basis for environmental attitudes and behavior in later life.
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The article discusses some aspects of monitoring vocational education quality at pedagogical college in the frame of synergistic approach to the quality system in order to develop this system; conditions of its development are revealed
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Professional development of the teacher-andragogue of adult education informatization system is
considered in the article in the context of qualification requirements for specialist activity, based on
competence-based approach
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DEVELOPMENT OF CREATIVE POTENTIAL OF THE PUPILS IN THEIR ADDITIONAL EDUCATION

The article is devoted to the problem of development of creative potential of pupils in additional education.
The authors carried out the theoretical and methodological analysis of the essence of creative potential of
the pupil's personality and features of its development in the system of additional education; made an
attempt to prove theoretically and to check experimentally the model of development of creative potential
of pupils in additional education; described the system of psychological and pedagogical conditions of
development of creative potential of pupils by means of additional education
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The article considers the essence and definition of the concept of ‘environment of giftedness development’. Aspects of intercorrelation of pedagogical designing and teacher’s professional and personal development are presented. The role of personalized environment of teacher’s professional and personal development is justified.
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Human life takes place in the semantic space. The result of the detection of semantic similarity spaces of different people is a semantic resonance. In the process of pedagogical interaction between the teacher and students, not only they share information, but also get new ideas, feelings, and experiences. The experiment showed that students can tune easier on the voice of the teacher with the democratic manner of communication. It becomes the manifestation of semantic resonance on his way of interaction. The voice is one of the important tools that allows teachers and students to understand each other better.
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